Case Study in Brief
Cloud-Based Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) System
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Transformation Delivered

Business Value

iVision used Visual Studio Online to document business
and technical requirements for a full enterprise resource
planning (ERP) system that would serve the company from
pre-sales through collections. The team mapped out a
project plan in line with Agile methodology — an iterative
approach that schedules deliverables incrementally,
rather than at the end of a project.

Engineers from iVision began delivering software just two
weeks after project launch. The client saw immediate
results: Queries that had taken several minutes on the
legacy system now took seconds. Ultimately, the client
benefited from a complete ERP overhaul, moving from
C++ to a modern platform using SQL Server 2012; Entity
Framework; ASP.NET MVC and Web API; representational
state transfer (REST) services; and AngularJS deployed to
an Amazon Web Services-hosted server. The
transformation helped solidify the company’s competitive
edge, and the CEO began planning his retirement.

An updated ERP system boosted business efficiency and
enabled executive succession
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